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"She shall be saved in childbearing"
Class 2 – Mississauga West - November 2006
Reading: 1Tim 2

Previous Class
·	Paul has explained why he is writing – Timothy is to deal with serious error that has arisen from within the ecclesia – background to entire epistle.
·	“I exhort THEREFORE” (AV) – this is a follow on from the previous few verses – with fighting the good fight! 
·	Now goes into addressing 3 main concerns in the Ephesian ecclesia, before restating the purpose of writing at the end of chapter 3:
·	Prayer
·	Gender Roles
·	Elders

2:1-7 All kinds of prayer for all kinds of people
v1
·	FIRST issue is PRAYER – i.e. this is a priority issue – the most urgent.
·	Do we view prayer as this urgent? Do we emphasise enough in the ecclesia as a praying community – I for one know that this is an area I fail in. PRAYER has REAL power – do we make use of it.
·	Praise in the ecclesia can become dull or repetitive, not a focus of our lives or group worship

·	4 words for prayer – could do word study, but the differences are very subtle. Actually there is just one type of prayer being referred to – Prayer for others – intercession. 
·	Repeated 4 times to emphasise how important it is.

But what is the point of this section? 
And what are we to pray for all people? 
·	There is something else repeated 4 times in this section…

PPT 2
·	Concern here is to do with ALL people.
·	Judaisers were exclusive – they were trying to restrict who could be saved and were looking down on others with contempt and trying to avoid them
·	OTOH God wants to save all, therefore Jesus gave his life for all.
·	This is why he mentions gentiles in v7. He emphasises it – I am not lying!

v1-2 say to pray for ALL people, v3-4 tell us WHY?
·	God wants to save all people. God is our saviour; his desire is for all to be saved.
·	It is acceptable (or pleasing) to him

·	And if we are like God, we too will want all men saved. This was Paul’s example:
·	Rom 9:1-3, 10:1 (wish in v3 = pray) “telling truth, not lying” – 2:7 is only other time
·	Note the emotional passion – Paul is not praying this simply to fulfil a command.
·	He has a real love for others – so much that he would give up his own life for them
·	Do we feel this way for our fellow man? 
·	We should not be selfish in our prayers, even concerned for just the ecclesia – prayers for others should not simply be tacked onto a prayer because we are supposed to do it.
V5-6a
·	Why does God desire to save all men? Again, see the flow of thought - FOR…
·	There is ONE God – therefore he is interested in all his creation – not a case of each nation having its own god as polytheism requires. 
·	AND - One mediator, who gave his life for all. There is only one way to God – Acts 4 – salvation in no other name.

·	Ironic. Paul is arguing against being exclusive but has now made salvation very exclusive.

This is an unpopular idea in today’s world. Many say that we should not judge and that God is manifested in many ways, and that there are many paths to him.
·	Even in our community one encounters such ideas
·	People say “we all believe in God and Jesus”, I am sure they will be merciful if people are sincere”.
·	Wrong!!!

·	An irony. Other churches do not understand this very verse – the Jesus they believe in is not a man to them, but God. Whether we like to recognise it or not, “Christians” in most other groups do not appear to believe in the same Jesus that we do – They believe in a God-man who did not really die

PPT 3

·	Ours is an exclusive faith
·	The phrase in v4 “knowledge of the Truth” is quite exclusive
·	This should lead us to an inclusive mission. It has 2 practical implications. 
·	We must try to save everyone, as they have no hope other wise. If we really believe this, and care for others like God does we will be compelled to get on knees, and pray that they come to a “knowledge of the truth”
·	A not just praying, but actually sharing the “knowledge of the truth” – we get out there and share the good news with them. This is the point of v7.

Rom 10:12-14
·	v12 Jew and Greek – no difference
·	ONE LORD OVER ALL
·	V13 – only those who call on Lord are saved
·	V14 – but only way to do this is to believe. 
·	Only can believe by hearing, and only hear via preaching

·	God could have no doubt chosen many ways to get his gospel out there – but what he has chosen is the foolishness of preaching. And if it doesn't get done, then the message will not be spread – 
·	Not just going overseas, but preaching to everyone we meet – we may well be their only hope!!!

PPT 4 – Christ brings it all together in Matt 9:36-38
·	Christ feels the same sort of emotion Paul did
·	Pray & Preach – We are few, and if workers do not go out, people remain like shepherdless sheep


v2  Often this is our main focus in this section, but it is actually more of an aside
·	By “all men” he means “ALL MEN”, even the government (Nero!!!)
 
·	But while on the subject, Paul explains an additional reason to pray for kings
·	So that we can have a tranquil and quiet life
·	Not for selfish reasons – we know persecution will come and is needed
·	Rather – so that all men can be saved – to help our preaching – compare preaching in Afghanistan to a peaceful country

2:8-15 – Roles in Worship and Leadership

·	This is a difficult section – a lot written about it (one comm. has 60 pages), 
·	Controversial section in 1Tim – has been used to justify different extremes
·	It can come across as very sexist – especially to the younger. If we have grown up in the past 40 or so years, we are likely to want to soften what Paul says. All need to put aside preconceptions and listen to what God is telling us.

V8 -  THEREFORE… While on the subject of prayer…

PPT 5 – Note the change in Greek word – he has moved from speaking generally of people to gender roles:

Before we start this section – a couple of overriding points to bear in mind.

·	Cannot ignore that the Bible teaches very specific roles for men and women. 
·	Two reasons for this:
·	Types – 1Cor 11 & Eph 5 – men and women are acting out the roles of Christ and the ecclesia (MOST IMPORTANT REASON)
·	We are different – not better or worse, but different. 
·	There are many things that women can do much better than men, and visa versa. (though there are exceptions)

·	But we must never forget other principle in this section:
·	We are all one in Christ – Gal 3:28 – no male nor female. All are in the image of God, and are equally valuable to God, and of equal in regards to salvation
·	Sadly some have abused sections such as this to justify oppression of women, or very bad attitudes to them.

Coming back to v8
·	It is the role of the brothers to pray – he is speaking of public group prayer
·	Of course sisters pray too – many wonderful examples of this
·	In chapter 5:5 Paul says a quality of a true widow is to be devoted to prayer.

·	Odd thing to say – to pray without wrath and dissension, and with holy hands
·	Obviously the opposite is occurring – praying WITH wrath, dissension, and unholy hands
·	Appears the debates and division in the ecclesia is affecting the public prayers
·	Dissension = debate (NOT doubting as the KJV has)
·	Sadly may have witnessed brethren using public prayer as a platform to MAKE A POINT in an ecclesial dispute, or to criticise others (like the Pharisee we saw in the previous class)
·	Imagine what God must make of this – it ought never to happen
·	Paul now spends a lot more time on the sisters – Why?
·	Seems big problem in ecclesia is to do with elders and the certain sisters – Paul keeps coming back to these issues. Chapter 5 spends a surprisingly long time discussing the behaviour of widows in language that is very startling:
·	2 groups in Ephesus
·	older widows who were being neglected by families and left to the ecclesia to look after – Paul’s instruction was to get families to look after there own
·	Only in cases of true destitution was the ecclesia to help
·	Younger widows getting involved in a lot of very bad stuff – PPT6
·	Look at this chapter – v15 falling away

3 problems Paul is addressing
·	First – by implication – sisters to not be praying
·	Second -  is one of modesty in dress

·	Paul is quite emphatic: I want women to adorn themselves! 
·	PPT 7 Adorn = kosmeo – to decorate, hence cosmetics 
·	Word is never used of men. In scripture it is women who are noted beauty. (Rebecca, Rachel, Abigail, Song of Sol etc.)
·	Paul is not saying concern with beauty is wrong – but must keep proper balance. There are 2 types of beauty – physical and moral. Nothing wrong with former, but inner beauty more important.

·	I mentioned the importance of types of men and women. Women represent the bride of Christ, and the temple
·	Goes back to Genesis where we are told that Eve was BUILT out of a rib (or “side chamber) from Adam’s side
·	Fitting that this word for “adorn” is used in this way elsewhere

·	Paul, and Peter tell us that the focus should be on the inner adornment of the character though
·	To be known for her good works – like woman of Prov 31.
·	1Pet 3:3-5

·	But there were 2 problems with the dress in the ecclesia
·	PPT 8  dressing sensually or seductively – 
·	Possibly the women were dressing up to match the cult priestesses of the Diana/Artemas worship centred in Ephesus
·	Chapter 5 shows that some of young widows were acting very immorally
·	and/or expensively – certainly economic class was an issue in this ecclesia
·	Chapter 6 deals with this issues of wealth in the ecclesia
·	Notice pearls and braided hair if Artemis, as well as obvious sensual nature

·	Now the application for today should be obvious – 2 principles should guide our dress as followers of Christ, both men and women
·	Modesty – definition changes – ankles or knees – it is relative and cultural
·	Not expensive – this is relative and varies from place to place
·	Both of these are issues today!
·	Among the young, modesty is an issue – the world is pushing the limits – especially among young girls
·	Expensive clothes a problem too – some ecclesias can insist on formal dress codes that may not be financially achievable for some, and even if they are achievable, the question remains, why spend extra money on clothing simply for worship
·	Such dress codes can create unnecessary barriers in our preaching efforts -  many would feel very uncomfortable being the only man wearing jeans and a T shirt if they entered a room where all the men are wearing a suit – some would leave, or never come back a 2nd time. (This has happened)

An Important Issue – Principle vs. Commandment 
·	Paul says no gold, pearls or braided hair – Some here are breaking this right now – e.g. I am wearing gold.
·	Is this a problem?
·	No – we correctly can separate the principle from the rule, and translate it to the 21st century
·	From our picture of Artemis Gold and pearls were obviously a problem for them – today the principle may be in other types of adornment

Bible filled with such things:
·	not simply a collection of culture-free principles
·	instead – principles are expressed in “language of the day” that has little literal relevance today
·	we need to determine the principle – e.g. 
·	“leave corners of field un-harvested”  = care for poor 
·	“don’t boil a kid in mothers milk” = don’t get involved with false religious practices 
·	“Don’t yoke an ox and donkey together” – don’t join in partnerships into the world

·	V9-10 easy to distinguish the principle (modest and inexpensive) from the local example
·	V 8 too – principle is pray in holiness without anger and debate
·	Local cultural example is lifting up hands in prayer – from the rest of scripture we know this is not an essential

In v8-10 the distinction is easy – but not always the case.

In v11-14 Paul forbids sisters from teaching – is this a cultural thing, or a principle?
·	lets find out…
 
1Tim 2:11-14 – Women, Teaching & Authority

V11
·	PPT 9 "Women should learn!!!" – This was radical!
·	Follows example of Christ who also taught women in public and privately 

·	PPT 10 “in Silence" – better as "quietly" or "without arguing" – the word has more to do with attitude than lack of noise – not arguing back or resenting the teaching
·	Acts 11:18 – quiet, and said something – they had been arguing!
·	Acts 21:14 – silent, but said something – i.e. stopped disagreeing with Paul (v12-13)
·	2Thess 3:12 and 1Pet 3:4 also do not require complete silence
·	VERY different word to 1Cor 14:34 – there it means utter silence, but the context is more limited, referring to "in ecclesia"
·	Entire submissiveness – ALL SUBJECTION – 3 other occs
·	Used in 3:4 of children being subject to father – in a loving sense
·	Used of obedience to Gospel in (2Cor 9:13)  - all men and women to be subject to the to the Gospel 
·	Paul was not subject to false teaching of Judaisers (Gal 2:5)
·	Context here seems to be about teaching in particular – not saying that all women are to be submissive to all men 
·	Rather Submissive to the teaching, and the teacher. True of all men and women. This was a particular problem in Ephesus.

V12
·	Very clear statement – Women are to learn, BUT (note contrast) they are not to teach.

Key to understanding this section is the word authority  - this is the principle we are looking for – And Biblically teaching is an expression of authority- it is in particular par tof the role of the elders

·	Teaching in the Bible is the expression of authority, and is always done by men.
·	OT pattern – role of the male Levites was to teach
·	NT – Christ picked 12 male disciples to continue the work
·	Teaching is used of the teaching of:
·	Young converts
·	In the ecclesia, synagogue, the temple, open air
·	God to Christ
·	Christ to disciples
·	No indication about formality or informality, or the size of the audience (1 or 100) 
·	It often refers to a master/disciple relationship! 
·	Teaching role is not merely the communication or discussion of Biblical truth. 
·	It also involves holding people to account, and helping them to take it in and apply it. This involves both in encouraging and disciplinary ways. Teaching in the Bible sense has the expectation of obedience.
·	This has serious implications for today – both those who TEACH and those who listen, more next class.
·	We have probably lost the full sense of what “teaching” meant as practiced in Bible times
·	Today classes don’t always appear to have this aspect of teaching about them
·	Speakers do not take the role seriously enough
·	Audience is more likely to just “take or leave” what they here

But back to practicalities of sisters. What does the proscription on teaching mean?
·	Asking questions in a class? OK – if not done argumentatively (true for men too) 
·	Participating in discussion? OK – This could even mean giving an extended comment. Can't mean just the communication of truth – I have learned much from several sisters – but this did not mean it was a teacher/disciple relationship
·	Writing articles – not so sure.  Editing a magazine – more a role of authority.
·	Bible Class – giving a class – Probably not - it depends how we view a class.  Is it teaching with authority or a sort of home discussion? 
·	Reading publicly from bible at a class? Should be OK, as its not teaching 

·	I find that it is not clear cut. The issue is clouded because we focus more today on the making of sound, rather than the issue of authority?	
·	In some areas we may allow sisters authority where Paul would not
·	OTOH, we also may forbid certain types of participation where it would not be a problem
·	I wish I had some definitive answers here

·	But a principle that should help is to remember the types of Christ and the ecclesia parallel the Jesus and his disciples:

What would be appropriate for a brother to do in Jesus presence, such as one of his disciples, who were compared, to the bride? Pray? Read? Teach? Discuss?

PPT 11-12 Objections

There have been several attempts to reduce Paul's words and to indicate that he was not forbidding sisters from teaching:

1)	Priscilla  - no idea who took the lead here – so it is an argument from silence. No other examples of Women teaching men.

2)	Paul’s Personal opinion (v8, 12)
-	v8 sense of Grk is "I command"
-	v12 s/w used in 1Cor 14:34 "not permitted to speak" – Paul goes on to equate this with commandment of Law and the Lord (v37)

3)	Just Wives
-	“Gune” can mean that, but does not fit context – chapter is pubic worship – does v8 mean that Paul could not pray (as not a husband), did v9-10 mean unmarried sisters can dress immodestly?

4)	Don't domineer, or try to usurp/take authority – i.e. they can have authority if given it
-	based on KJV in v12 – better translation is to have authority, as opposed to take it as AV implies. 
-	No idea of usurping

5)	Just this situation in Ephesus
-	This objection is dealt with in v13-14
-	While this is a local issue, it is based on universal principles

6)	Just Sunday Morning?

V13-14
·	Starts with FOR! Now he shows WHY? 
·	He is pointing our attention to the events of chapters 2 and 3 overall – no so much quote 2 verses, but the whole event from creation to fall (like "Remember Lot's wife")
·	Paul is using this as an example of:
1)	Priority of creation – Adam was first, therefore had authority. 
·	Reminds us of types - Creation – points to our relationship with Christ. 1Cor 11, Eph 5  Man/Woman Christ/Ecclesia 

2)	An example of what goes wrong when we turn aside from God's order
·	Reversal of roles - Not assigning blame – Paul has already stated that Adam was responsible for sin entering world, but perhaps in part because not only did Eve not defer to her husband in this matter, but Adam also failed to act as an authority. This authority is implied in the Gen 3 account:
·	God asked Adam in Gen 3 first, even though He of course knew who did it
·	Adam is said to have "obeyed" his wife – as if this is wrong
·	Despite the failure of Adam, the authority is made more clear in Gen 3:16

·	V13-14 not saying that women are more prone to deception. 
·	They are commanded elsewhere to teach other women, and children 
·	It would be foolish to entrust those prone to deception with teaching those similarly gullible!
·	Men and Women are of the same potential when it comes to the intellectual capacity to understand the gospel. 

1Tim 2:15 – Child-rearing. 

Paul anticipates that this will cause offence – and so we have v15 which offers the positive contrast to the "restriction" Paul has made

What does it mean? Several options:
1)	Being preserved in childbirth – No
·	Saved means saved.
·	Righteous women have no doubt died giving birth

2)	Saved by having lots of kids - No
·	Catholic idea
·	Some women never have children and are barren

3)	Some say – "THE" CHILDBEARING – i.e. Jesus and Mary – No
·	So what?  That same childbearing saves the men too, it is no special consolation to women that Mary was a woman. 
·	Besides, the birth of Jesus is not what saves us, but his death and resurrection.

4)	“Childbearing” can = “childrearing”
·	Not just having babies, a summary word for all aspects of the female role – this is the obvious example of the different roles that men and women have
·	But as with all of the gender roles – the key is how they are done – in faith, love, holiness – THIS IS THE KEY THING - it is through fulfilling female role that sisters are best able to express and develop these character traits
·	But there is another echo back to Gen 3 – what was a punishment is now a blessing – Gen 3:16
·	DID ADAM SEE IT AS A CURSE??? – NO, HE CALLED EVE THE MOTHER OF ALL LIVING – 
·	in a way all of the curses are a blessing – it is our struggles that lead to faith

·	An objection – if you have no children - Still can do it (Paul was a father to Timothy) Many in the ecclesia need a mother – I know I have a few (including 1 in this room).


·	Role includes many aspects – 
·	Think of Prov 31 and the virtuous woman
·	Starts by telling us this is what King Lemuel was taught by his mother
·	5:5 – continues in prayers
·	5:10 – good works, hospitality, 
·	assisted those in distress – women in general seem to be well suited to this better than men
·	5:16 “If any woman (no “man” in original)… care for the needy.
·	Titus 2:3-5
·	Sisters ARE to be teachers – to the younger sisters and children as Prov 31 showed.
·	Think we could do a lot more in this area – encouraging sisters to study as much as brothers, and to have more opportunities for teaching – sister classes are an excellent idea IMO
·	Next class will see the “deacon” role which was not teaching included sisters
·	several sisters who hosted the local ecclesia in their home (Col 4:15, Lydia, John Mark’s mother) – would have required much organisation 
·	Phil 4 – Eudious & Syntche – shared my struggle in the gospel – I.E. PREACHING


